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Gyromancy
 divination by walking around a circle of letters until dizzy you fall down on the 
letters or in the direction to take

So you go wither.  So muscled in foxglove.  So the surface of passionflower’s scent known 
to the lungs will be touched by the mouth.  So a camera’s song leans 
over the guardrail.  So the graffiti of circles.  So lexicon is devoured by chalk 
in the grassland.  So omega.  So bilge.  So yesterday the tradition of order was left  
to the entangled hawfinch.  So I refused.  So I am not a lady.   Not your supper jug. Your 
hunt of her.  So dumpling, who’s your fried chicken? Even in neon-fragment.   Even in 
mastic-erotic-red.  Your taste of me dispensed. So inconsolable keystrokes do not 
withdraw from honesty, as honesty is in itself inconsolable. 

So found I was without you.  I do not remember how you left. Transparent, history 
steeped in your head. So I held my finger to the small 
blossoms of your eyelids.  So I told the sun 
to go. And there it spread. So flagstone.  So eaglet. 
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Epiphany

The moment your body deserted the soul a last 
spasm of air passed through your right 
nostril.  I will tell you 

how it happened.  Without 
mercy & too 
late you had learned that you were made
to be loved. Someone soaked your 

nakedness in honey & oiled 
your chest with pycnantha. Your head 
was shaved.  The red dark 
room was lit by a single votive,  & the draft from hallway 
coaxed the flame 
to dance.  Your voice 
rose pointless as no one 
could hear you
muttering you still 
thought you remembered
and insisted on it.  You said I remember stalling 
over the wide white bed they say 

it is this love.  In readiness, the radio 
failed. A blueprint of static clamped 
over your ears. A gray 
heat swarmed your throat.  The briefest 
face you say from cloud you say. From the deep 

north I watched & could 
do nothing to help.
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Ouranomancy
 divination by means of the heavens

Stasis equals your belief in a window.  From it you see  
a black maple spackle 
a hospital’s brick into aubergine. The glass carries a yellow 
glaze of traffic, the whorl 
of crimson wing tips, the slop 
of salt-water.  Up high in the elms, light 
disappears into the bark of a bird that dips among the red 
thrash of leaves.  The voice of three 

ships circle the harbor: where a small house 
on the shore’s made real by the sun.  You would bury 
your song, and walk backward keyless 
into the sound of locks. That you were not 
human. That there would be no one 
to ask.  But that you needed to 
ask in order to live. Trucks 

excite grasses under rain    bear scat    egg peel 
of nut hatch bird skulls 
scattered through mulberry.  There’s 
a ticking in the mind that thorns 
and unfurls into thistle.  You struggle still but can’t
see what’s missing. While 

once you ask yourself why stumble.   Ask yourself  gentle   
why laugh. You’re not 
special.   You’re not 
not special. No comfort in language, real words 
are soundless, but you gather no words, believing you still

hear him,  but when you speak of his 
voice you close the window to the ocean.   
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radiEsthEsia
 the science of using the vibrational fields of the human body to access information 
often using specially calibrated instruments 

His voice entered where it entered

Framing my isolation there  in between  the pointed oasis
as I call him back into the calm  into the too late

Oh please know—feeble I am in telling, as I go now with my assassin—the prairie 
settles in my thumbnail as if a story could be scraped and traced back up
by meditation.    A child stranger arrives in my hand 

as a circle of grass dispersed, molding 
a small shave where the gauze of the old trees 
broadly sluice the sky.   
            All this in my palm.  Were I kissed 
by the memorialization of snow I would slow 
into immeasurable margins.   By the rumor
you would not go back, I was made.

Were I the indecipherable names.  My father 
  in the analogous map of all fathers.  His voice rose 
 through the window. Now I like a stranger 
hold my ear pressed    incognizant, 
uncareful. I was 

intimate with his request that he might die. Since we were once walking together 

beneath the interlaced spruce, fir, pine, since we were now walking into the near 
spark   his short fibrillation 
   and it is my third time back, under those needles 

amid pots of geranium musk, as frankincense 
warms the parameter.     Christen me by measures of dusk. Midnight, 
part pantomime, is a blade 

leveling metallic flames across the lawn.   
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BEquEst

A blessing of ghost bees lulls the serum  

of your speech.  O, unlit fire.  Your confection  

in the mouth upon the mouth of whose name.  Grass 

in the whispered landscape leaks a dry glow.    

Here primitive boughs of lilac  

undress the swallow’s eye.  The bilious sky’s 

slow vigilance is re-born.  And the quiet 

of the fuck bodies, their infinite pages, 

are laid open in the sun’s library.  
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